ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Vitro S1 is an automatic hot beverage machine designed with the highest quality materials and
components found in our top performance professional machines.
Its seamless and compact design fits nicely in any coffee area in a small office, a hotel,
a convenience store or a quick service restaurant. Designed to provide the ultimate coffee experience
from the first cup to the last.

VITRO S1 ESPRESSO
The Vitro S1 Espresso is a compact coffee
machine designed to provide the highest
quality of espresso-based drinks into any
location that consumes up to 60 cups/day.

Machine Capacity
150 cups Espresso
150 cups Cappuccino
40 cups Hot chocolate
Productivity per hour

Espresso

Solubles

Hot Water

Hot water 348 oz
Espresso 90 cups
Soluble drink 90 cups

Removable
Tray

2 cup
holder
positions

Water
tank

Cappuccino 70 cups

Easy to refill coffee beans
and soluble ingredients

Easy to clean and maintain

The filling process can be done
from the top, without opening the
machine, in a straightforward
and simple way.

The MDB protocol allows the
Vitro S1 to adapt to the
latest payment methods with
various accessories that
make payment easy.
The Vitro S1 allows you to
integrate a cashless system.

Front removal of liquid
waste tray, with no need
to open the machine.

Pay by card
or cashless

ACCESSORIES TO SUIT YOUR BUSINESS MODEL
Designed to suit different operational business models by offering a
myriad of functioning modes and accessories.
Vitro S1 supports a cooperative culture in the office, offering high-quality coffee,
a premium user experience, and a comprehensive list of hot drink offerings.
It is also the perfect solution for a coffee service in convenience stores as well
as for hotels, where breakfast needs to be good but also fast. It offers a
pleasurable experience with an attractive, simple, and functional design.

Optional Base cabinet
best for areas with
limited countertop space

RFID Reader Kit

for product recharge card
or cashless systems

Easy-Waste Removal tray
waste drawer capacity of
up to 60 coffees.

Easy label changing

easy label replacement to adapt
to the tastes of your customers.

CAFFEIN8 COFFEE
ITALIAN ROAST

Our Dark Roast is roasted until the sugars begin to caramelize
and the oils begin to rise to the surface of the bean. It is an
Arabica bean high in acidity & can be described as oily, strong &
smokey (decaf italian roast available upon request).

COLUMBIAN ROAST

Our Medium Roast consists of beans gathered from a select
region of Colombia. It takes on a wine-like aroma with a fullbody & rich flavor. It has moderately-low acidity & is often
described as well-balanced, chocolatey, sweet & toasty.

A LIFETIME RELATION WITH COFFEE
Make the most of Azkoyen´s over 30 years experience
in technological innovations for the preparation of hot
beverages in hotel, catering and vending environments. Taking
great care with every detail of the process in order to
provide the definitive experience in the world of coffee.

VITRO S1 ESPRESSO
Water tank capacity (oz)

135 oz

No. of coffee bean hoppers

1

No. of soluble product canisters

2
Coffee beans 42.33 oz / 2.6 lbs

Product capacity (oz)

Powdered Milk 21.6 oz / 1.3 lbs
Chocolate 28.2 oz / 1.8 lbs

Weight

60.63 lbs

Brewing systems

Espresso

Name of the brewing system

AzkV10

Brewing system capacity

0.18-0.28 oz

No. of mixers

1

Name of grinder

M03 Horeca Performance

No. of grinders

1

Boiler type

Pressure

Boiler capacity

10.65 oz

Display Selection Type

Direct Touch Keypad

No of selections

8

Voltage / Current:

110 V - 120 V / 12.5 A - 13.6 A

Maximum Power

1500 W
12 in

Width
Height

24 in

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

CAPACITY

SPECIFICATIONS:

Depth
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